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                                     Abstract  
 
The typical material which is used for the construction of wind turbine blades is glass 

fiber composite material.  Glass composite material was considered suitable to meet 

the design requirements of wind turbine blades. The other reason of using glass 

composite material is its low price compared with other fiber composite materials. 

The trend to move from onshore installation to offshore installation of wind turbines 

to harness the faster and steadier wind energy, creates design issues for some 

components of wind turbine, especially in rotor blades design. To capture more wind 

energy, rotor blade diameter has to increase which creates design issues but the cost 

of energy ultimately decreases. As the length of rotor blades increases, the weight 

also increases which results in the increase of gravitational forces. Glass fiber 

composite has high density compared with other advance composite materials.  

 

The goal is to choose material with certain desired properties like, light weight to 

reduce gravitational forces, high strength to resist wind loads, high stiffness to ensure 

the stability of the shape of blade and low tip deflection, fatigue resistant to withstand 

cyclic loads. Carbon fiber composite material which has high stiffness, high specific 

strength fulfills the desired properties and can be used in large wind turbine blades 

but it is expensive. Carbon hybrid composite materials are found better than glass 

composite materials in terms of mechanical properties. Hybrid rotor blade is also one 

of the solution to reduce weight, Hybrid rotor blade means some parts of blade is 

made up of carbon fiber composites e.g. spar and the rest of the parts from glass fiber 

composite materials. Basalt fiber composite which has high static and fatigue 

strength, has good thermal properties and less expensive than carbon fiber, can 

replace glass fiber composites. Aramid fiber which has high tensile strength but has 

too low compression strength. Natural composites are suggested for small wind 

turbines.  

 

Matrix materials, fiber type also has influence on mechanical properties. Epoxy is 

considered best among other matrix material. There are some factors that affect static 

and fatigue properties of composite materials. High operation temperature reduce 
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mechanical properties. Waviness in laminates reduce the compressive properties and 

laminate thickness also affect the fatigue performance of composite materials.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction to Composite Materials  

A new class of materials emerged during the mid-20th century that are artificially made 

by combining different materials with different properties that results in better 

properties than those of the individual ones used alone. These materials are called 

Composite Materials. Composite Materials provide huge opportunities for designing 

large variety of materials to meet the required properties for different kind of 

applications. Composite Materials have wide range of applications in Aerospace, 

Bioengineering, Automotive, Marine and Wind industries. These industries are 

searching for materials which are light weight, strong, stiff, impact resistant, erosion 

and corrosion resistant. Strong monolithic materials are dense compared to 

composite materials. Scientists and engineers have created a lot of composite 

materials in order to get improve mechanical characteristics such as stiffness, 

toughness, high and low temperature strength. The main advantages of composite 

materials are their high strength and stiffness, combined with low density, when 

compared with bulk materials, allowing for a weight reduction in the finished part.  

Composites also exist in Nature and are called natural composites, for example wood 

composites. Wood consists of strong and flexible cellulose fibers surrounded and held 

together by a stiffer material called lignin. 

 

Composite materials are composed of two or more constituents. Many composite 

materials are composed of two constituents, reinforcement and matrix. 

Reinforcement is in the forms of fibers, particulates. Reinforced phase of composite 

material is stronger and harder and provides strength and stiffness to composite 

materials. Matrix phase is a continuous phase that surrounds the reinforced 

particulate or fiber. The matrix (continuous phase) have several functions, it gives 

shape to the part, it keeps the fibers or particulates in proper orientation and place, it 

transfers loads to the fiber and protect the fiber reinforcement from surface damage 
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and environment effect. The matrix phase has low strength and stiffness. The 

properties of composites depend on the properties of the constituent phases, their 

relative amounts, and the geometry of the dispersed phase. Dispersed phase 

geometry means the shape, size, distribution, and orientation of particle. Composite 

Materials are classified into three main types. Particle-reinforced, fiber-reinforced, 

and structural composites.  
 
 

                        
 
                            Fig 1.1. Composite materials classification  (William D. Callister) 
 
 

FRP Composite Materials  

Particle Reinforced Composites  

Particulates dimension in Particulate Reinforced composites are approximately equal 

in all direction. Particles are in different regular or irregular shapes and geometries. 

Reinforced particles should be small and evenly distributed throughout the matrix in 

order to get effective reinforcement. Volume fraction of reinforcement influence the 

mechanical properties of composites materials. Increasing the percentage of 

particulate content improve the mechanical properties. Particle composites are 

weaker and less stiff than continuous fiber composites. Advantage of particulate 
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composite is its low cost. The disadvantage of particulate reinforced composites are 

difficult processing and brittleness. Due to difficulty in processing it contains less 

reinforcement. 

 

Particle Reinforced composites are sub-classified into two classes, large particle 

reinforced composites and dispersion strengthened composites. In large particle 

composites, the interaction of particle and matrix is not on molecular level. Reinforced 

particle impedes the movement of matrix in the vicinity of particulates. Improved 

mechanical behavior can be achieved by strong bonding of matrix and particle 

interface. In dispersed strengthened composites, particles are much smaller in 

diameter. In dispersed strengthened composites the interaction of particle and matrix 

occurs on molecular level. Dispersed particle hinders the dislocation motion caused 

by the stresses. 

Fiber Reinforced Composites 

Technologically, fiber reinforced composites have more importance than particle 

reinforced composites because fiber reinforced composites are stronger, stiffer than 

particle reinforced composites. Fiber-reinforced composites are sub-classified on the 

basis of fiber length. Continuous and Discontinuous fiber. Continuous fiber has 

greater aspect ratio (l/d) while discontinuous fibers have small aspect ratio. 

Continuous fiber has certain orientation while discontinuous fibers randomly 

distributed. Discontinuous fibers are too short to produce a significant improvement 

in strength. Continuous reinforcements can be arranging in different orientations. It 

can be aligned unidirectional 0°, ±45°, ±30° helical and in the form of woven 

cloth. Desired strength and stiffness can be obtained by stacking the sheets of 

continuous fibers in different orientation with fiber volumes as high as 60 to 70 

percent.  
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        Fig 1.2. Different arrangement of continuous and Discontinuous fibers (Campbell, 2010) 
 

                  
 
Fig 1.3. Influence of reinforcement arrangement and volume % on composite strength        
(Campbell, 2010) 

 

Strength and other properties of composite materials depend on the volume fraction, 

type and orientation of fiber reinforcement. Figure 1.3 shows that continuous-fiber 

composites have the highest strength and modulus. Volume percentage limit of 

reinforcement is shown in Fig 1.3, above that limit matrix and reinforcement bond is 

ineffective. Strength of composite material with discontinuous fibers can be increased 
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if fibers are aligned, but practically it is difficult to maintain alignment. Random short 

discontinuous fiber composite materials have low strength and modulus. 

Discontinuous fiber composites are cheaper than continuous fiber composites.    

 
 

Laminar composites  

Two dimensional multiple layers or sheets that are oriented in multiple direction are 

stacked together to form laminar composites. These layers or sheets are arranged at 

specific direction to meet the design requirements of structures. When all the layers 

that are stacked together have same orientation are called Lamina. When the layers 

that are stacked, arranged at various angles are called laminates. Laminar composites 

are shown in Fig 1.4 and lamina and laminates are shown in Fig 1.5.  

 

 
 
           Fig 1.4. Plies orientation at different angles (Federal Aviation Administration , n.d.) 
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                    Fig 1.5. Difference between Lamina and laminate lay-ups (Campbell, 2010) 
 
 

Stress Strain Curves of Matrix and Reinforcement 

 

Polymers are used as matrix phase in Polymer Matrix Composites. There are several 

polymers, the most widely used polymers are polyester, vinyl ester, epoxy, phenolic, 

polyimide, polyamide, polypropylene, polyether ether ketone (PEEK), and others 

(Joseph). Properties of composite materials varies with the use of different type of 

polymers. Polyesters and vinyl resins and epoxy resins are used in Wind Turbine 

composite materials. Epoxy resin is expensive than polyester and vinyl resin. Epoxy 

resin has better mechanical properties than polyester and vinyl resin. Service 

temperature is determined by matrix, because matrix phase in composite has low 

melting temperature compared to reinforcement. Matrix phase melts, softens at low 

temperature compared to reinforcement. Using Matrix alone as structural material 

has low mechanical properties, such as low strength and low impact resistance. 

Reinforcement of polymers results into composite materials which has high 

mechanical properties than the matrix alone (William D. Callister). The resultant 
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polymer composite material have high specific strength, stiffness, fracture resistance 

and have good abrasion, corrosion , impact and fatigue resistance (Joseph).The 

stress-strain curve of Fiber, Matrix and resultant composite material is shown in Fig 

1.6. 

           

 
Fig 1.6. Stress strain curves for brittle fiber and ductile matrix materials. (William D. Callister) 
 

Wind Turbine Composites 

In the past several, different kind of materials are used to manufacture wind turbine 

blades. In 1941, an American company S. Morgan-Smith manufactured wind turbine 

blade from steel. After hundreds of hours of unsteady operation of wind turbine, one 

of its blade failed (Leon Mishnaevsky Jr. ID, 2017). Steel is heavy and low fatigue 

resistant compared with other advance materials and cannot be considered good 

choice for blade construction.  Wood is used for long time for the construction of wind 

turbine blades. Wood is considered interesting because of its low density, still some 

companies are investing in wood composites for the construction of blades. The 

material choice for Wind Turbine Materials should be based on some requirements. 

Material should be stiff to keep structure in shape; it should have low density in order 

to reduce gravitational loads effect. It should be fatigue resistant and environmental 

friendly (Theotokoglou, 2017). Advance composite materials have replaced the 
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wooden and steel units because composite materials offer good mechanical, thermal 

and chemical properties.  

 

Polymer Matrix Composites 

Polymer-matrix composites (PMCs) as discussed earlier consist of polymer as matrix 

and fiber as reinforcement medium. Polymer composites has wide range of 

application, PMCs are inexpensive and easy to fabricate and are classified on the 

basis of reinforcement, that are glass, carbon, basalt and aramid fiber reinforced 

composites. Each of them have different mechanical properties. 

 

Glass Fiber–Reinforced Polymer (GFRP) Composites 

Glass fiber polymer composites consist of glass fibers, contained within a polymer 

matrix. GFRP has wide range of applications in electronics, aviation and automobile 

and wind turbine industry. GFRP has high strength, flexibility and high stiffness.  

Compared with carbon fiber, glass fiber (GF) have relatively lower strength and 

rigidity. Because of lower rigidity, it cannot be used in structural parts of airplanes 

and bridges. There are different types of GF that are shown in table 1.2. E-glass 

composite is commonly used in Wind Turbine Industry for the construction of rotor 

blades. It is least expensive compared with S glass fiber which is more expensive and 

has high strength and modulus. GF is chemically inert and can be used in corrosive 

environment. Polyester, vinyl ester, phenolic and epoxy resins are used as matrix. The 

mechanical performance of fiber composite materials depends on the strength and 

modulus of fiber/matrix and on matrix/fiber interface bonding. Various GF 

reinforcements such as longitudinal, woven mat, chopped fiber (distinct) and chopped 

mat have been produced to enhance the mechanical properties of the composites. 

Chemical composition and mechanical properties are shown in table 1.1 and 1.2 

respectively. GF composite materials mechanical properties are shown in table 1.3. 
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            Table 1.1. Chemical-compositions of glass fibers in weight % (TP Sathishkumar, 2014) 

 
 
                                         
         Table 1.2. Mechanical properties of glass-fiber (TP Sathishkumar, 2014) 
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        Table 1.3.  Glass-Fiber composite materials strength properties (TP Sathishkumar, 2014) 
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Carbon Fiber–Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) Composites 

To harness faster and steadier winds, offshore wind turbine installation trend has 

been started. In order to take advantage of steadier winds and to capture more wind 

energy, wind turbine rotor diameter needs to be increase which results in heavier 

blades.  Power is proportional to the square of blade length (npower). Mass increase 

with increasing rotor size is more than the energy extracted from wind.  

                                                  

                                                  𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 =
1

2
𝑘𝐶𝑝𝜋𝑟2𝑉3 

 

It is important to minimize the weight of blades and to keep it under control. For light 

weight blade construction carbon fiber is an option for wind industry because it is 

lighter, stiffer and fatigue resistant as compared to glass fiber composites.  Carbon 

fiber composites are expensive but are used by the companies Vestas (Aarhus, 

Denmark) and Siemens Gamesa (Zamudio, Spain), often in structural spar caps of 

large blades (Leon Mishnaevsky Jr. ID, 2017). 
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Static Properties of carbon composites 

Composite laminate sheet made up of woven bidirectional layers of carbon fiber and 

epoxy resin. Tensile test was performed according to ISO standards at strain rate of 

5 mm/s. Compressive tests were performed to ASTM D 3410/D 3410M at three 

different strain rates of 0.05 mm/s, 5 mm/s and 50 mm/s. Stress-Strain curves for 

both tension and compression loads are illustrated in Fig 1.7. In case of tensile test, 

the curves are linear until brittle failure while in case of compression test the curves 

shows nonlinear behavior. This non linearity is because of viscoelastic behavior of 

matrix and also due to specific microstructure of carbon fiber. The other reason of 

non-linearity in compressive loads is due to misalignment of fibers in laminates.  In 

compression load, misalignment of fiber increases which leads to reduction in 

specimen stiffness (P.N.B. Reis a, 2008). The experimental results of static strength 

are given in table 1.4.  

 

     

Fig 1.7. Stress Strain plots: (a) tensile test result and (b) compressive tests result (P.N.B. Reis 

a, 2008) 
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     Table 1.4. Experimental static test results. (P.N.B. Reis a, 2008) 

     

Carbon fiber is expensive and mostly used in high performance applications i.e. in 

aerospace industry. Carbon fiber composites have high modulus, specific strength and 

rigidity compared with other fiber composite materials. Mechanical properties taken 

from MSU/ SNL database and shown in table 1.5 (Bortolotti, 2012), carbon volume 

percentage is 50% and process used to manufacture specimen is VARTM (Vacuum 

Assisted Resin Transfer Molding). High stiffness and low density allows thinner blade 

profile. On account of high specific strength, wind turbine manufacturing industry 

showed interest in carbon fiber composite materials even it is too expensive. At high 

temperature, carbon fiber maintains its high strength and not effected by moisture at 

room temperature. Carbon fiber is creep resistant and have good damping 

characteristic, low toughness and low ultimate strains. Carbon fiber composites are 

sensitive to misalignment of fibers that leads to reduction in static compressive and 

fatigue properties. 
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Table 1.5. Unidirectional carbon (50 % volume fraction, VARTM processed) property 

data from MSU/SNL database (Bortolotti, 2012) 

                  

                   

Aramid Fiber–Reinforced Polymer Composites 

Aramid fibers have high strength and modulus. There are a number of aramid 

materials each one has its trade name. The most common among them are Kevlar and 

Nomex. Tensile strength of aramid fiber is higher than other polymeric fiber material 

such as glass fiber, but has poor compression strength. Compressive strength 

comparison of aramid fiber composite with other composites are illustrated in Fig 1.8. 

This material has outstanding specific strength, has high toughness, high impact, 

creep and fatigue resistant (William D. Callister). Being an organic fiber, aramid 

absorb moisture. Tensile strength and modulus decreases with increasing 

temperature as shown in Fig 1.9 (Campbell, 2010). Aramid fiber shows poor 

transverse, longitudinal compression and shear strength due to the lack of adhesion 

to the matrix materials (William D. Callister). Yielding takes place at 0.3 to 0.5 percent 

that results in kink bands which is related to compressive buckling of aramid fiber. 

Aramid composites are better in tension-tension and flexural fatigue load as 

compared to glass fiber composites (Campbell, 2010). Glass, Carbon, Aramid fiber 

composite material properties are shown in table 1.6. Epoxy is used as matrix material. 

Fiber Volume fraction is 0.6. (William D. Callister)  
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Table 1.6. Glass, Carbon, and Aramid Fiber–Reinforced properties. Epoxy as matrix 

material. Composites Volume Fraction is 60 %. (William D. Callister) 

 

 

 

             

Fig 1.8. Comparison of compressive strengths of UD-composites (Campbell, 2010) 
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       Fig 1.9. Moisture and Temperature influence on Kevlar-epoxy strength (Campbell, 2010) 

 

 

Basalt Fiber Reinforced Polymer Composite 

Modern wind turbine blade size increasing and the reason behind this is to increase 

the efficiency and energy output of wind turbine and to reduce the cost per kilowatt 

hour. As discussed earlier in carbon composites, weight of blade increases as the size 

of blade increase, so material selection is a challenging task.  Some of the factors 

such as light weight, low cost, high fatigue strength, corrosion resistant, recyclability 

etc. should be taken into account while selecting material for wind turbine blades. 

Several kind of fiber composites are introduced for rotor blades of wind turbine. 

Among those materials basalt fiber gained attention due to outstanding mechanical 

properties and low cost compare with other fiber composites. Basalt/Carbon hybrid 

is an interesting area in hybrid technologies. Basalt fiber has huge potential to be 

used in automotive, sporting, boat building and wind turbine industry (A.N. Mengal1, 

2014).  
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UD [0°]4 basalt fiber reinforced (BFR) and glass fiber reinforced (GFR) specimens 

are fabricated with epoxy as a matrix material and investigated under tensile and 

bending loads. Results shows that BFR is superior in properties compared with GFR. 

BFR has high modulus, high tensile and bending strength. The complete test results 

are reported in (S.M.R. Khalili, 2011).  Basalt fiber composites mechanical properties 

are compared with the glass and carbon fiber composites which are typically used in 

wind turbine blade construction and the purpose of comparison with glass and carbon 

composite is to understand the basalt fiber composites potential application in blade 

construction. Mechanical and thermal properties of basalt fiber are compared with 

glass fiber and carbon fiber and are described in table 1.7 and 1.8 …. (A.N. Mengal1, 

2014) 

 Table 1.7.  Mechanical properties of basalt-fiber, glass-fiber and carbon-fiber (A.N. Mengal1, 

2014) 

 

          Table 1.8. Basalt-fiber and glass-fiber thermal properties  (A.N. Mengal1, 2014) 

 

In table it is shown that basalt has good tensile strength and high modulus of 

elasticity. Density of basalt fiber is practically equal to glass fiber (Pegoretti, 2012). 

Basalt fiber has high melting and maximum operating temperature compared with 

glass fiber. 
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Carbon, glass and two different basalt fiber laminate samples were tested under 

tensile fatigue loading. Thickness, density, fiber volume fraction and void content of 

the laminates samples are given in table 1.9. The void content of carbon laminates is 

low (0.15%) because of the better fiber wettability with epoxy resin matrix. Epoxy-

BF200 reinforced composite stiffness is 20% is higher than Epoxy-GF200 is reported 

while the UTS of Epoxy-BF200 is 30% higher than Epoxy-GF200. S-N tensile fatigue 

curves are visualized in Fig 1.10. Carbon laminate show low fatigue sensitivity. Epoxy-

BF200 because of having high tensile strength also shows better performance in 

tensile fatigue loading compared with Epoxy-GF200. Due to high void content in 

Epoxy-BF280, fatigue behavior is affected. (Pegoretti, 2012) 

Table 1.9. Carbon, Glass and Basalt epoxy laminates. Φf % (fiber fraction) Φv% (volume 

fraction) (Pegoretti, 2012) 
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Fig 1.10. Maximum stress – N (cycle) curves from fatigue tests on Epoxy-CF200 (square), Epoxy- 

GF200 (triangle), Epoxy-BF200 (black dot), Epoxy-BF280 (white dot) (Pegoretti, 2012) 

Hybrid Fiber Reinforced composites 

Hybrid composites are composed of different kind of fibers in same matrix (William 

D. Callister).  Hybrid composites offer engineers to get the required properties by 

having many choices of fibers and matrix (Harish1, 2015). Hybrid composites are 

manufactured in order to improve properties and to overcome the disadvantage of its 

constituents and to find the cheaper solution (Hatice Taşçı1, 2017). Different kinds of 

fibers are combined to form hybrid composites but the most common is carbon-glass 

hybrid composite. As discussed earlier, carbon is expensive material but strong, stiff 

and lighter. On the other side glass is inexpensive, heavy but less stiff than carbon. 

Hybrid composites also influence the strain properties. It is reported in (P.W. 

MANDERS, 1981) that strain limit of carbon/glass epoxy hybrid composite enhance 

up to 50% and failure strain of the carbon phase increase with decreasing relative 
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proportion of carbon fiber. Hybrid composite is good alternative to pure glass and 

carbon. Weight can be reduced instead of using pure glass composite and cost can 

be reduced instead of using pure carbon composite. Fibers in hybrid composites can 

be aligned in a number of different ways, it can be mixed with each other or layers of 

single fiber can be constructed and can be stacked with the ply of other fiber to get 

the required properties. Mechanical properties were found to vary with the 

arrangement of the reinforcements. (William D. Callister) 

Some hybrid composites were developed with varying glass and carbon reinforcement 

percentage. Epoxy is used as matrix material. Hardness and tensile tests are 

performed according to ASTM standards. Material, fabrication and specimen 

preparation information are documented in (Harish1, 2015). Results are shown in Figs 

1.11,1.12 and 1.13. Tensile and yield strength increases as the percentage of carbon 

fiber in hybrid composite increases. The ductility of carbon fiber reinforced composite 

is higher than the other composites (Harish1, 2015). Compressive failure models are 

not mature compared to tensile failure models because compressive failure in 

composites are sensitive to fiber misalignment (Jr., 2017), experimental studies to 

determine compressive failure envelop shows scatter and different trends due to 

defects in materials and imperfection in test setups (R. Gutkin a, 2010). Mishnaevsky 

and Dai predicted that carbon/glass hybrid composites strength reduces by adding 

carbon fibers because the carbon fiber composites has low compressive strength. 

(Leon Mishnaevsky Jr., 2013) 
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   Fig 1.11. Effect of reinforcement on ultimate tensile strength of FRC (Harish1, 2015) 

 

               

       Fig 1.12. Fiber type and volume % effect on Yield strength of FRC (Harish1, 2015) 
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               Fig 1.13. Fiber type and volume % effect of on Ductility of FRC (Harish1, 2015) 

 

Natural fibers Composites   

Due to increasing cost and high energy demand, developing countries focusing on the 

cheapest solution to provide low cost energy to remote communities. To provide low 

cost energy to remote areas, Danish Ministry of foreign affairs initiated joint research 

project with Nepal government on Development of Wind Energy Technologies in 

Nepal based of Natural Materials (Leon Mishnaevsky Jr1, 2009).Typically glass fiber 

and carbon fiber composites are used for wind turbine blades. These composites are 

non-biodegradable and have high fabrication cost (Ganesh R Kalagia, 2016). Wind 

turbine industries are looking for light weight, cheap and environmental friendly 

materials for rotor blade construction. Attempts have been made to replace glass and 

carbon fiber composites with natural fiber composites which are light, fatigue 

resistant, cheap and easy to work (Leon Mishnaevsky Jr1, 2009). Along with some 

advantages, the disadvantages of natural composites are, moisture absorber and have 

low thermal stability (Leon Mishnaevsky Jr. ID, 2017). Holmes et al. tested bamboo-

poplar epoxy laminates and have found that bamboo based composites has the 

potential to use in wind turbine blades. It is found that bamboo-poplar epoxy laminate 

has high strength and stiffness. There are a lot of possible approaches to develop 

laminates from bamboo to use in wind turbines. (John W. Holmes1, 2009) 
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Tensile Properties 

Tensile Testing is performed according to ASTM D3500 standards at fixed loading 

rate of 1mm/minute. Tensile test results of four specimens taken from same panel 

are shown in Fig 1.14. Ultimate tensile strength range from 175 MPa to 191 MPa and 

modulus from 20.5 GPa to 23.0 GPa(3). Strength can be improved by processing 

thinner slices of bamboo. (John W. Holmes1, 2009) 

 

Compressive properties 

Compression tests were performed according to ISO 604 standards at loading rate of 

1mm/minute. Stress strain curves of six specimens taken from same panel is shown 

in Fig 1.15. Compressive strength is between 105 MPa to 118 MPa and modulus from 

20.6 GPa to 23.0 GPa. (John W. Holmes1, 2009) 

 

 
Fig 1.14. Tensile stress strain curves for bamboo-poplar composite. (Tests results at room 
temperature, displacement rate of 1 mm per minute) (John W. Holmes1, 2009) 
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Fig 1.15. Compressive stress strain behavior of bamboo poplar laminate. (Tests results at 
room temperature, displacement rate of 1 mm per minute) (John W. Holmes1, 2009) 

 

              
 
Fig 1.16. S-N curve for bamboo-poplar laminate (tension-tension fatigue test). Fatigue life of 
bamboo poplar laminate is higher than Douglas Fir/epoxy composites (John W. Holmes1, 2009) 
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Fatigue Properties 

Tensile- tension fatigue tests were performed under load control and at stress ratio 

R= 0.1 and at loading frequency between 2 Hz and 5 Hz. S-N curve is shown in Fig 

1.16. Fatigue life of bamboo-poplar laminates can be improved by improving inter-

laminar bonding. Bamboo/poplar showed good fatigue life compared with wood 

composites. (John W. Holmes1, 2009) 
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Chapter 2 
Specimens’ description  
 

Wide range of composite laminates are used to manufacture wind turbine blade, 

including E glass, WindStrand and Carbon fiber as reinforcement and polyester, vinyl 

ester, epoxy resin as matrix materials. These materials of wind turbine’s interest are 

tested and results are reported in (John F. Mandell, 2010). Various kind of Resin 

systems used as matrix material are given in Table 2(a), fabrics detail is shown in 

Table 2(b), strands used in fabrics are given in table 2(c) and laminate definition in 

Table 2(d).  Laminates are manufactured by different processes such as Resin 

Transfer Molding (RTM), vacuum assisted RTM, Infusion, SCRIMP infusion and 

vacuum bag prepreg molding.  Static strength test results of two type of laminates 

multidirectional and Biax are discussed in following sections. Multidirectional 

laminates contain varying amount of 0° and ±45°plies, whereas biax laminates 

contain only ±45°biax fabrics.  

 

   Table 2.1(a): RTM/Infusion Resins, Cure and post-cure conditions (John F. Mandell, 2010) 
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                           Table 2.1(b). Fabric descriptions (John F. Mandell, 2010) 

     
 
 
                            Table 2.1(c). Strands used in chosen fabrics (John F. Mandell, 2010) 
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                               Table 2.1(d). Laminates Description (John F. Mandell, 2010) 

                   
 
                                                        

Static Properties 

Laminates lay-up, fiber volume percentage VF % and ultimate longitudinal tensile and 

compression strength are given in Table 2.2 and strength in transverse direction are 

given in table 2.3. Coupons are tested at 0.25mm/s.  From table 2.2 it is evident that 

Carbon Fiber prepreg has high stiffness and strength in longitudinal direction. 
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Unidirectional layers in laminates are responsible to withstand loads that act along 

the fiber direction. UD laminates are used in structures which are loaded along the 

fiber direction. If the structures are not loaded longitudinally along the fiber direction, 

then biaxial ±45 laminates are used to improve shear resistance and can act as 

cracks arrester. Multidirectional laminates which are the combination of UD and Biax 

laminates are used when the structures are loaded in multiple direction.  In transverse 

direction, unidirectional fabric laminates are much weaker. Addition of transverse 

material in fabric laminate construction effect the transverse properties. The ultimate 

strain of carbon fiber is the lowest. In static loading, strain performance of glass is 

good compared to carbon.  

 

Carbon composite compression strength 

Carbon fiber reinforced plastic are weak in compression. Fibers in carbon laminates 

are not perfectly aligned in longitudinal direction. In tensile load along the longitudinal 

direction tends to align the fibers. Misalignment of fibers decrease with increasing 

tensile load. While in compression the phenomena are opposite. The misalignment 

increases with increasing compression load, consequently micro buckling and 

stiffness reduction occurs.  Buckling and kinking are the primary failure mechanisms 

in compressive loading (P.N.B. Reis a, 2008). CFRP and GFRP have comparable 

compressive properties (Bortolotti, 2012). Carbon fiber weakness in compression is 

because of its sensitivity to fiber misalignment and fiber waviness. Carbon fiber strain 

fall below 1 % due to the presence of small defects, fiber waviness and misalignment. 

(John F. Mandell, 2010) 
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Table 2.2: Properties of E-Glass and Carbon prepregs and infused fabrics in longitudinal 
direction (both in tension and compression)  (John F. Mandell, 2010) 
 

     
 
       Table 2.3: Properties of E –Glass, Carbon prepregs and infused fabrics in transverse 
direction, layups and volume percentage are shown (John F. Mandell, 2010) 
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Table 2.4: UD longitudinal elastic modulus comparison for some fabrics and carbon 
prepreg (fiber volume fraction of 53%). (John F. Mandell, 2010) 

           
 

Strain Rate Effect 

Tensile strength and percentage difference in strength of Glass fiber, WindStrand and 

Carbon fiber laminates at two different displacement rates are shown in Table 2.5. 

(John F. Mandell D. D., 2010). There are different kind of failure modes in composite 

materials, fiber dominated and matrix dominated failure modes are major kinds of 

failure modes. Unidirectional laminates or the laminates that are dominant with 0° 

layers, will exhibit the fiber dominated failure mode. UD laminates strength is 

independent of the rate/frequency of loading. While matrix dominated failure mode is 

rate/frequency dependent due to viscous behavior of matrix (Ellyin, 1994). Strength 

increases with high loading rates.  Tensile and compressive tests have been 

performed at varying strain rates on number of laminates. Tests results are shown in 

Fig 2.1 and 2.2. Both tensile and compressive properties are rate sensitive. Laminates 

with 0°and ±45 plies show steeper normalized slope compared with laminates 

containing only ±45. (John F. Mandell D. D., 2002) 

Tensile and Compressive Stress Strain Curves 

The tensile and compressive stress-strain curves of multidirectional (TT) laminate is 

compared with the unidirectional (D) 0° and biax (M) ±45° fabric laminates in axial 

direction. Mechanical properties of laminates depend on the orientation, number of 

plies and content of fiber. In Figs 2.3 and 2.4 it is shown that unidirectional fabric 

laminates are stiffer compared to multidirectional and biax. Multidirectional fabric 

laminates are stiffer than biax because of the presence of unidirectional plies. 

Multidirectional laminate is slightly nonlinear because of the presence of nonlinear 
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±45° plies. Biax plies non linearity is because of the matrix cracking well before fiber 

failure. In fact, some studies reveal that the nonlinear elastic behavior, in both tension 

and compression ranges, is due to viscoelastic behavior of the matrix.  

 

Table 2.5: Effect of displacement on means strengths of different kind of laminates (static 
and fatigue displacement rates in the axial direction). (John F. Mandell D. D., 2002) 
               

        
 
 

              
 
Fig 2.1. Ultimate Tensile Strength versus Displacement Rate for some laminates with different 
volume percentage (John F. Mandell D. D., 2002) 
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Fig 2.2.UCS (Ultimate Compressive Strength) versus Displacement Rate (different volume %) 
(John F. Mandell D. D., 2002) 

 

 

       
Fig 2.3. Tensile Stress strain curve in axial direction with matrix material (epoxy EP-1),    
compassion of 0° and ±45° plies (John F. Mandell D. D., 2010) 
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Fig 2.4. Compressive stress strain curve in axial direction with matrix material (epoxy EP-1), 
comparison of 0° and ±45° plies (John F. Mandell D. D., 2010) 

Transverse Stress Strain Curves 

Unidirectional laminates show low mechanical properties when loaded in transverse 

direction. To improve strength properties in transverse direction, mat or transverse 

material is added during fabric construction. Unidirectional fabric (D) laminates 

transverse tensile stress strain curves are compared in Fig 2.5. Two different resins, 

epoxy EP-1 and polyester UP-3 are used as matrix in unidirectional D fabric laminates. 

Laminates with epoxy resin shows good results compared with polyester. The knee 

point strain at which the transverse cracking occurs is higher for laminate with epoxy 

resin. In Fig 2.6, longitudinal tensile and transverse stress strain curve for two 

different multidirectional laminates QQ1 and QQ4 are illustrated. 

 

Tensile and compressive stress strain curve for different kind of biaxial laminates 

(±45°) L, M and O are shown in fig 2.7. The difference in stress strain curves is 

because of difference in fabric construction, content and direction. For such kind of 

biaxial fabric laminates, resin has limited effect (John F. Mandell D. D., 2010). The 

nonlinear behavior of stress strain curves is because of the accumulation of matrix 

cracking. In biaxial laminates ±45° when loaded in tension and compression, cracks 
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occur in matrix and these cracks grows along the fiber direction. Increasing cracks in 

matrix reduce the overall stiffness, producing a knee in the stress-strain curve. (John 

F. Mandell D. D., 2002) 

 
 

            
Fig 2.5. Transverse tensile stress strain curves for unidirectional fabric D laminates with epoxy 
EP- 1 and polyester UP-3 (John F. Mandell D. D., 2010) 

 

             
Figure 2.6. Axial and transverse tensile stress-strain curves for multidirectional laminates 
                  QQ1 and QQ4. (John F. Mandell D. D., 2010) 
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           Figure 2.7. Tensile and compressive stress-strain curves for biax fabrics; L, M, and O in 
                      the warp direction, epoxy EP-1. (John F. Mandell D. D., 2010) 
 
 
 

Static Properties in Three Directions  
 

Typically glass composite materials are used in the construction of wind turbine 

blades.  Static strength properties of composite materials are widely investigated in-

plane direction, but properties through thickness of test specimens and in three 

directions are not common. UD reinforcing fabrics contain warp-direction aligned 

strands stitched to a backing with organic yarn; the backing may be transverse glass 

strands (fabric D) or a combination of transverse and random mat glass strands 

(fabric H), or just mat. Fabric D details are already in mentioned in Table 2(b), while 

fabric H details are reported in (Daniel D. Samborsky1, 2012).  Infused UD 93mm thick 

fabric laminates is constructed and shear and normal test coupons are machined in 

different directions. Coupon orientation indices are shown in Fig 2.8. Laminates 

elastic constants, strength and strain in different directions are listed in table 2.7 and 

2.8. Properties of the resin material which is used in laminate construction is shown 

in Fig 2.6. Detailed strength properties for each coupon orientation and stress 
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direction are given in (John F. Mandell1, 2015). Strength properties in z direction are 

weaker than longitudinal fiber direction. The z-direction tensile strength is lower than 

the in-plane transverse tension strength due the fabric backing strands in transverse 

direction (Daniel D. Samborsky1, 2012). Z-direction compression strength and 

transverse compression strength is more or less similar. 

 

                            Table 2.6. Resin Properties (John F. Mandell1, 2015) 

                           

 
 
Figure 2.8. Tested coupon oriented in different direction and location in thick-laminate. 
(John F. Mandell1, 2015) 
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Table 2.7. Average 3D elastic-modulus for thick-UD glass fabric-epoxy laminate 
and for neat resin. (John F. Mandell1, 2015) 

    
 
Table 2.8. Average 3D strength properties for thick UD glass fabric-epoxy laminate in different 
stress direction and for neat resin. (John F. Mandell1, 2015) 
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Chapter 3 
Fatigue  

General Overview of Fatigue 
 

The cyclic loads that acts on a component which varies with time, the damage or crack 

caused by such cyclic loads is called fatigue. According to ASTM, the process of 

progressive localized permanent structural change occurring in a material subjected 

to conditions that produce fluctuating stresses and strains at some point or points 

and that may culminate in cracks or complete fracture after a sufficient number of 

fluctuations. (ASTM international, n.d.) 

Fatigue in Composite Materials  

Composite materials are considered insensitive to fatigue damage. There are some 

reasons that obliged researchers to consider fatigue damage in fiber reinforced 

composites during design processes. Due to good mechanical properties, composite 

materials are used for critical structures that must bear fatigue loads during operation, 

e.g.  Wind turbine blades and airplane structural parts that are prone to high 

alternating loads, are fatigue sensitive. In unidirectional composite materials fatigue 

failure is sudden, understanding and prediction of fatigue life of UD composites are 

important (Vassilopoulos, 2011). In comparison with metallic material, the damage 

mechanism is complex in composite materials (BAKIS, 1990) . Composite materials 

are inhomogeneous and anisotropic. In composite materials, damage does not always 

occur due to the propagation of single crack as it happens in metallic materials. A 

large number of micro damage events occur over the large surface of material due to 

heterogeneity of material because matrix and reinforcement have different properties 

(Thomas Jolliveta, 2013). In composites, damage may occur independently due to fiber 
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breakage, matrix cracking, fiber-matrix de-bonding, delamination and transverse play 

cracking or sometimes interactively of these micro-damages. (Harris, 2003) 

Stiffness Reduction by cyclic loading 

Composite materials sustain damage at low stress level and in early life, because the 

damage in composite materials is distributed throughout the stressed area.  Failure 

is not immediate but reduction of stiffness occurs with time. With the passage of time 

under cyclic loading, the damages accumulate in some region and residual load 

bearing capacity falls to the level of maximum stress of alternating load cycle and as 

a result failure occurs, as shown in Fig 3.1.  (Harris, 2003) 

 

                      
                                   Fig 3.1. Composites strength reduction with time  

 

To demonstrate stiffness reduction, strain and stress control tests are performed. In 

strain controlled test, strain limit is kept constant, as damage develops, stiffness of 

the composite material reduces and less load is required to reach controlled stain 

level as shown in Fig 3.2.  In load controlled test, load level is kept constant, as fatigue 

damage develops, stiffness reduces and strain level changes and increase as shown 

in Fig3.3.  (BAKIS, 1990) 
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 Fig 3.2. Strain-controlled testing, (above) constant maximum-minimum load, (below) decrease 
in load with cycles (BAKIS, 1990) 

 
 

 
 
 
Fig 3.3. Load-controlled testing, (above) constant maximum-minimum load, (below) increase 
in strain with cycle (BAKIS, 1990) 
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Cyclic loads on Wind Turbine blades and Fatigue life prediction  

Wind turbine blades are composed of many structural components which are made 

up of different composite laminates and bonded together by adhesives. From past few 

decades, wide range of experimental programs have been conducted to analyze the 

fatigue behavior of FRP composite materials for wind turbine blades. Fatigue life 

prediction of rotor blades is challenging task because of inherent defects of composite 

materials. Defects such as voids, fiber misalignment in plies, wrinkles, waviness that 

are produced during construction can become a cause of damage initiation which can 

result in matrix cracking, fiber breakage, de-bonding and interface cracking. These 

failure modes occur independently and also interactively and could cause 

catastrophic failure. For reliable fatigue life prediction, it is important to consider the 

effect of each of failure mode. It is difficult to predict the fatigue behavior of composite 

materials under all loading conditions. Standard experiments are performed in the 

laboratories and models are established to predict the fatigue life of materials and 

structures (VASSILOPOULOS, 2013). Due to the complex failure mechanism 

phenomenological and mathematical models have been developed for fatigue analysis 

and fatigue life prediction of materials and structures. Phenomenological method 

relies on derived S-N curves. (R. P. L. NIJSSEN, 2013) 

Rotor blades are the most critical part of wind turbine because blades are subjected 

to a high number of alternating loads due to stochastic nature of wind during service 

life of 20 years. Number of load cycles estimated are 108 or 109 (Nijssen, 2006). Fatigue 

analysis of wind turbine blade composites are important to get the required design 

service life. To achieve this goal, a large number of fatigue tests have been performed 

on composite material specimens.  In many applications the load cycles applied to a 

component in service vary both in magnitude and time history. These load–time 

histories are captured electronically. The captured load cycle is then used to control 

a suitable test facility, such as a servo-hydraulic test machine. It is also possible to 

apply a strain or displacement history rather than a load (stress) history in the same 

manner. However, the majority of laboratory fatigue studies are conducted under the 
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conditions of constant frequency and constant amplitude profile (i.e. between 

constant maximum and minimum loads).(Harris, 2003) 

 

SN Formulation 

Some of the fatigue terminologies are given below. A fatigue load is generally 

represented by sinusoid. The sinusoid was characterized by the maximum load and 

by the R-value, which is the ratio between minimum and maximum load (Bortolotti, 

2012). Fatigue test results are characterized by general terms S and N as shown in 

Fig 3.4. S is a general term used for stress, strain, or displacement. N represents the 

number of cycles to failure. Both stress and strain are used to represent fatigue 

properties. In stress and strain controlled fatigue test, stress and strain are used along 

y axis. Flat and steep S-N curves are indicated in Fig 3.4(right). Flat curves represent 

good fatigue properties.   S-N curves are derived at constant R values. For composite 

laminates, the S-N curves are usually derived under given loading conditions in order 

to model the constant amplitude fatigue behavior of the examined materials 

(VASSILOPOULOS, 2013). SN curves are formulated in log-log, lin-log form. Log-log 

(1) and lin-log (2) formulation are given below. (Nijssen, 2006)  

 
𝒍𝒐𝒈 𝑵 = 𝒂 + 𝒃. 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝑺 or  𝒍𝒐𝒈𝑵 = 𝒄 + 𝒅. 𝑺       (1) 
 
𝑵 = 𝑪𝑺b    (2) 
Where  
              N    = number of cycles to failure 
              S     = maximum absolute Stress or Strain    
              a-d = constants which depend on fatigue stress state                                                      
              C     = 10a 
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Fig 3.4 Fatigue terminologies (left), general SN-curve to predict fatigue behavior of materials  
(right) (Nijssen, 2006) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                          Fig 3.5.Various types of cycles visualized for stress (σ) (Harris, 2003) 
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Constant Life Diagram, CLD 

SN curves are determined at constant R value to model constant amplitude of fatigue 

behavior of material. In reality structure experience irregular loading patterns. In case 

of wind turbine blades which operate in open air are subjected to irregular loads due 

to stochastic nature of wind. It is not easy to model the fatigue behavior of composite 

material which are loaded in different loading pattern, e.g. in tension-tension, tension-

compression and compression-compression. The effect of the different mean stress 

levels of the various loading cases is very critical for the fatigue life of any composite 

material. It is not easy to interpolate between different loading domains in order to 

model the behavior of the material under new loadings and so constant life diagrams 

(CLD) were established to address this problem (VASSILOPOULOS, 2013). S-N data 

which is experimentally obtained by doing constant amplitude tests on specimens can 

also be represented on constant life diagram. CLD is a useful tool to show the fatigue 

behavior of a material. SN curves are projected on mean and alternating stress plane 

and is shown in fig (R. P. L. NIJSSEN, 2013). Constant life lines on CLD are function 

of mean cyclic stress and cyclic stress amplitude. Constant life lines connect points 

based at different R values but with the same number of cycles to failure. Typical CLD 

is shown in fig 3.6. In composites, the CLD is typically not symmetric (Nijssen, 2006). 

 

          
                   Fig 3.6. Interpretation for σm − σa plane, CLD-diagram (VASSILOPOULOS, 2013) 
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Phenomenological Approach to predict the Fatigue Life  

Phenomenological methodology which predict the fatigue life of material that leads 

to the calculation of Miner’s damage coefficient. Phenomenological/classic fatigue 

life methodology is a sequential method; a number of sub problems should be solved 

to get the final results. The graphical representation of phenomenological life 

prediction scheme is illustrated in Fig 3.7.The basic steps needs to be followed to get 

the end result are given below (VASSILOPOULOS, 2013) 

1. Load cycle counting 

2. Modeling of the experimental constant amplitude fatigue behavior (SN curve at 

single R value)           

3. Interpretation of fatigue behavior for assessment of the mean stress effect 

(CLD construction) 

4. Adoption of the fatigue failure criterion 

5. Damage summation which is carried out according to the linear Palmgren-

Miner rule. 

 

Fatigue Limit in Composite Material 

 
Attempts have been made to predict the fatigue life of composite materials. In metallic 

material, one assume fatigue limit because under certain load, slippage of internal 

crystal structure takes place, below that load, no fatigue occurs. On the other side, 

composite material cannot be treated as virgin metallic material, rather it acts as a 

structure, and absence of fatigue limit makes sense in composite materials. In 

composite materials, the damage could occur during processing due to residual 

stresses and due to thermal expansion coefficient difference of composite 

constituents  (Nijssen, 2006), (Kiasat, 2000) .  Talreja explained damage mechanism 

of unidirectional, off axis and angled polymeric laminates and their resulting fatigue 
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behavior and fatigue limit. He theorized the fatigue limit of off-axis and angled 

laminates and reported that fatigue limit of off axis and angled laminates would be  

 
 

Fig 3.7. Graphical presentation of phenomenological fatigue-life prediction scheme. 
(VASSILOPOULOS, 2013) 
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determined by the fatigue limit of matrix material.  Limiting strain in fatigue for matrix 

cracking, transverse fiber de-bonding and delamination in 90° plies are 0.6%, 0.1% 

and 0.46% respectively (Talreja). According to Bach for unidirectional laminate, stain 

limit is 0.3% and 0.2% at stress ratio R=0.1 and R=-1 respectively. While for angled 

laminates, fatigue limit expected at stain level of 0.1%. No indication of fatigue limit 

for 0°/±45° GFRP. A suggestion is given by Bach that fatigue limit would be in very 

high cycle range i.e. at 109 cycle. From the past research work it is found that the 

fatigue limit for fiber reinforced composite materials is uncertain and it is suggested 

that every load cycle can damage the composite structure. (BACH, 1992) 

  

Fatigue Strength Comparison for Several Potential Wind 
Turbine Blade Laminates 

 
Fatigue tests have been performed on number of composite material laminates 

appropriate for wind turbine blades. These composite materials laminates include E 

glass, WindStrand glass Carbon and hybrid fibers, all with same matrix material except 

DD16. In these tests epoxy resin is used as matrix material. Fatigue test results of 

some of the laminates namely DD16 (E glass/polyester), MD2 (E glass/epoxy), QQ1 

(E glass/epoxy), P2P (Hybrid, carbon/glass) that are fabricated by MSU, OPTIMAT 

are presented here. SN5-0291(E glass/epoxy), WS1 (WindStrand Glass) are 

fabricated by TPI (supplied by Global Energy Concepts/BSDS program) and Owens 

Corning respectively. Description of the above mentioned fiber laminates are given in 

(Daniel D. Samborsky, 2009) and more details can be found in OPTIMAT and 

DOE/MSU Databases (Samborsky, 1997). Test methods and test geometries have 

been described in detail in (Daniel D. Samborsky, 2009). Static tests were run under 

ASTM test standards. Fatigue tests were performed under load control and at 

constant amplitude. Test frequency were kept in between 1-10 Hz range in order to 

avoid heating effect. Static and Fatigue results are given below. 
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Static Properties of Materials  

The laminates given below in table 3.1 differ in lay-up and 0° ply content. Strength 

and modulus increase with higher percentage of 0° ply content in laminates.  P2B 

has clear advantage in term of strength because of higher carbon fiber % of 0° plies 

and also because of higher stiffness of carbon fiber. P2B laminates has low ultimate 

strain value.   

 
Table 3.1. Static-strength & modulus Results, obtained at the fatigue rate, 13mm/s (Daniel D. 

Samborsky, 2009)

 
 
 

Tensile Fatigue Results  

P2B hybrid carbon/glass and QQ1 E glass fatigue test results at different R values are 

given in (Daniel D. Samborsky, 2009). It is found that P2B has high fatigue resistance 

compared with QQ1.Tensile fatigue resistance results at stress ratio R = 0.1 for three 

glass/epoxy laminates (QQ1, WS1 and SN5-0291) of current interest for wind turbine 

blades are shown in Fig 3.8, fiber content range from 53 to 64 % by volume. Maximum 

tensile stress and strain of above mentioned glass fiber laminates are compared. All 

three glass laminates differ each other in terms of 0° ply content and fiber 

percentage. QQ1 has poor tensile fatigue resistance in given fiber content range as 

compared with WS1 and SN5-0291. Maximum strain limit of WSI and SN5-0291 is 

high than QQ1. At 106 cycle WSI and SN5-0291 can withstand twice the maximum 

strain as can QQ1 Fig 3.9. 
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    Fig 3.8. Tensile Fatigue Comparison of E-Glass-Epoxy materials QQ1, SN5-0291, and 
                  Windstrand-Epoxy material WS1, at stress ratio (R = 0.1) (Daniel D. Samborsky, 
2009) 

 

                         
   Fig 3.9. Tensile Fatigue Comparison of E-Glass-Epoxy materials QQ1, SN5-0291, and 
                 Windstrand-Epoxy Material WS1, stress ratio (R = 0.1). (Daniel D. Samborsky, 2009) 
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CLD Diagrams  

Mean axial stress and strain CLD’s for QQ1 and P2B are compared and shown in Fig 

3.10. Carbon hybrid P2B is high in strength than QQ1 but in case of strain, the order 

is reversed. Carbon hybrid strain limit is less compared with QQ1. It is reported in 

(Daniel D. Samborsky, 2009) that strength in transverse direction is small for 0° 

dominated laminates. P2B has 80% 0° plies, so it is weaker than QQ1 which has 64% 

0° and more ±45 plies in transverse direction.  

 

         
Fig 3.10. Comparison of Materials QQ1 (E-Glass) and P2B (Carbon-dominated) in axial-
direction, Stress Constant-Life-Diagram (left). Strain Constant-Life-Diagram, (right). (Daniel D. 
Samborsky, 2009) 
. 

Effect of Resin on Tensile Fatigue Properties 

Resin type has influence on the properties of composite materials. Tensile fatigue test 

is performed on TT multidirectional glass laminates having layup 

(±45/0/±45/0/±45) and fiber volume percentage of 52%. Two different resin type 

epoxy EP-1 and polyester UP-1 are used as a matrix material in TT glass laminates. 

Tensile fatigue stress and strain results are shown in Fig 3.11. Which shows epoxy 

has clear advantage over polyester for above mentioned laminate layup. Vinyl ester is 

also tested and it is found that vinyl ester performance is better than polyester. 
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Performance order of the matrices for tensile fatigue of MD laminate is epoxy>vinyl 

ester>polyester. For biax fabric laminates, resin effect is limited for tensile fatigue 

loading. While toughened epoxy EP-8 shows improve fatigue strain  (J. F. MANDELL, 

2013), (John F. Mandell D. D., 2010). Fatigue stress, strain vs log cycles curves are 

shown in Fig 3.12. 

 

                 
  

Fig 3.11. Stress (top), strain (bottom) vs. log cycles data for (±45°/0°/±45°/0°/±45°) MD 
(multidirectional) infused laminates containing fabrics D, M, TT-EP-1 (epoxy, Vf = 52%), TT-UP-
1 (polyester, Vf = 52%), stress ratio (R = 0.1) (John F. Mandell D. D., 2010) 
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Effect of Stress Ratio R on Fatigue Properties of WTB 
materials 

DD16 laminate as described before in section…. was tested at 13 R values, full 

dataset is available in (John F. Mandell1 D. D., 2009). SN curves of DD16 in axial 

direction is given in (John F. Mandell D. D., 2010),QQ1 (E glass) , P2B (carbon/glass 

hybrid) tested at 6 R values shown in Fig 3.13. The higher cycle tensile fatigue domain 

appears particularly sensitive (John F. Mandell1 D. D., 2009). It is found that laminate 

at reverse loading R = -1, has short lifetime at particular stress value. P2P at R= 0.1 

and 0.5 has high fatigue strain. In compression (R= -1, -0.5, -2), P2B has low fatigue 

strain limit Fig 3.14. 

 

   
 
Fig 3.12. Stress (left) & strain (right) vs. log cycles data for fabric M ±45 laminates with various 
resins, at stress ratio (R = 0.1). (John F. Mandell D. D., 2010) 
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Fig 3.13. Effect of different loading-conditions (stress ratio, R-value) on fatigue strain vs. 
fatigue life for E-glass-epoxy laminate QQ1 in the axial-direction. (John F. Mandell D. D., 
2010) 
 
 

                  
Fig 3.14. Effect of different loading-conditions (stress ratio, R-value) on fatigue strain vs. 
fatigue life for hybrid laminate P2B, in axial-direction. (John F. Mandell D. D., 2010) 
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Effect of fiber type on Fatigue Strength 

Mechanical properties of composite materials depend on many factors, one factor of 

them is the type of fiber. Different fibers have different strength and stiffness (FC 

Campbell book). Four different laminates, QQ1 (glass), TT-TPI-EP (glass), Wind 

StrandTM WSI, and P2P (carbon prepreg hybrid) are tested in tension (R =0.1) and 

compression (R= 10) fatigue load. Epoxy Resin is used as a matrix material in all 

laminates. Fiber contents among laminates is slightly different. Tensile and 

compression fatigue stress strain curves of the above materials are compared and 

visualized in Fig 3.15 and 3.16. P2B hybrid showed much higher fatigue resistance in 

tension (R=0.1) compared with other laminates. QQ1 (glass) is less fatigue resistant. 

WS1 showed better performance than other two glass laminates. QQ1 showed lower 

tensile strain limit. WS1 and TT-TPI-EP have higher tensile strain limit at low cycle. 

P2B is superior in terms of tensile strain at higher cycles, while in compression fatigue 

load P2B showed lower failure strain limit. (John F. Mandell D. D., 2010)  

 

 

 

+  

Fig 3.15. Tensile-fatigue comparison of MD (multidirectional) laminates based on E-glass (QQ1 
and TT-TPI-EP), WindStrandTM (WS1) and carbon (P2B) fibers at similar fiber contents, in terms 
of stress (left) and strain (right), epoxy-resins, at stress ratio (R = 0.1). (John F. Mandell D. D., 
2010) 
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Fig 3.16. Compressive fatigue comparison of MD laminates based on E-glass (QQ1 and TT-TPI-
EP), WindStrandTM (WS1) and carbon (P2B) fibers at similar fiber contents, in terms of stress 
(left) and strain (right), epoxy-resins, at stress ratio (R = 10). (John F. Mandell D. D., 2010) 
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Chapter 4 

Wind Turbine Design 
Loads on wind turbine blades 

Wind turbine are vulnerable to nature’s forces and experience strong loads throughout 

their entire service life. Wind turbine needs to be design to withstand extreme 

environmental condition. Special attention is required to design rotor blades in order 

to efficiently convert kinetic energy of the incoming wind into mechanical energy. 

Appropriate material should be used to withstand the loads for their entire service 

life. Different forces and moments are acting on the rotor blade during operation. Wind 

loads are the main load which are acting on rotor blades. The aero-foil design 

generates lift and drag force which are transformed into driving and thrust force, Fig 

4.1. Rotor blades rotate in gravitational field, which creates inertia forces and 

moments. Wind loads generate flap-wise and edge-wise bending, Fig 4.2. 

Gravitational loads mainly generate edge-wise bending loads. Shear resultant of 

edge-wise and flap-wise loading cause torsional loading. (SÖKER, 2013) 

 

                   
                      Fig 4.1. Aerodynamic forces on blade cross-section (SÖKER, 2013) 
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These external loads which are acting on the rotor blade, create internal loads in term 

of stress and strain in blade structures. These internal loads can deform the shape of 

the blade structure. Rotor tip deflection must be taken into consideration during 

designing because rotor blade can collide with the tower if the deflection is high. The 

blade should be stiff enough to have low rotor tip deflection. The magnitude and 

orientation of internal loads are of main concern for the designer as to design a blade 

that withstand the external loads. The advantage of fiber reinforced composite is that 

it can be oriented in the direction of external force, so that maximum stiffness can be 

achieved.  Due to stochastic nature of wind, these external forces acting on rotor 

blades varies continuously. The alternating nature of loads cause fatigue damage in 

structure. (SÖKER, 2013) 

 

 
       Fig 4.2. Wind-turbine-blade components, flap-wise and edgewise loads (Thomsen, 2009) 

 
While designing wind turbine blades four basic structural requirements should be 

taken into consideration (a) Enough spar stiffness to withstand flap wise bending load 

and low tip deflection. (b) Sufficient structural strength to sustain in unusual extreme 

loading condition. (c) At least 20-years fatigue life of structure (d) various structural 

requirements related to the high mass of the WTB. (Theotokoglou, 2017). Wind turbine 

blade is beam like structure mainly composed of spar and pressure side shell and 

suction side shell as shown in Fig 4.2, both faces of shell are joined together by 

adhesives. Conventionally epoxy is used as an adhesives (Theotokoglou, 2017).  
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Stiffness is provided to the shell by shear web, attached with spar caps as integrated 

structure (box spar) or as internal stiffeners bonded with spar caps by adhesives 

(Leon Mishnaevsky Jr. ID, 2017). Manufacturers are using different design concepts 

for the construction of blades. Spar, webs and shells can be manufactured in single 

construction process. Wind Turbine blade structural parts can also be manufactured 

separately and then combined by bonding process. Different concepts of blades are 

shown in Fig 4.3 and 4.4. Different manufacturers use different manufacturing process 

but generally VARTM is used for wind turbine blade construction (Thomsen, 2009) 

 
 
 

               
                              Fig 4.3. Blade components, internal stiffeners (Aymerich, 2012) 
 
 

             
                               Fig 4.4. Blade component, integral stiffener (Aymerich, 2012) 
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The main purpose of airfoil shells is to give aerodynamic shape to the blade 

(Bortolotti, 2012). The airfoil shells are made up of multi-axial laminates and sandwich 

structure to resist buckling, torsion and to reduce weight of blade (Nijssen, 2006). 

Different spar construction is shown in Fig 4.3 and 4.4. Spar cap perform as a beam 

and bear the flap-wise bending moment. Pressure side of spar is under tension-

tension load while suction side of spar is under compression-compression load (Leon 

Mishnaevsky Jr. ID, 2017). Spars are made up of monolithic composites. For some 

large wind turbines, hybrid composites are used in spars to obtain the required 

stiffness. Edge-wise loads are carried by leading and trailing edges of blade profile. 

To resist edgewise loads unidirectional fiber reinforcement is used in leading and 

trailing edges. Internal stiffener is also called shear webs which bear flap-wise shear 

loads. (Bortolotti, 2012) 

 

             
 
           Fig 4.5. Wind Turbine blade sectional scheme (Leon Mishnaevsky Jr. ID, 2017) 

 

Composite layups in Blade structure 

UD and biaxial fiber laminates are normally use in wind turbine blade structure. UD 

0︒ fiber laminates are used along the span of rotor blades. UD 0° plies are used to 

provide resistance against bending loads while ± 45° plies laminates are used to 
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resist torsion and buckling (Kevin Coxa, 2012). UD 0° plies are used to provide 

bending stiffness to lower and upper flanges of spar. Biaxial layups are also used in 

spar caps to provide buckling resistance (Thomsen, 2009). Shear webs are made up 

of composite sandwich. Face sheets laminates of shear webs are oriented ±45 with 

internal polymeric core. Shear webs layup design is like +45glass/core/+45glass 

(Kevin Coxa, 2012). Using sandwich composites reduce the weight and increase in-

plane shear buckling (Thomsen, 2009), (Aymerich, 2012)). Sandwich structure has an 

issue, these structures are more susceptible to delamination failure because of weak 

interfaces between the adjacent material with different strength and stiffness 

properties and are sensitive to inter-laminar shear (Thomsen, 2009).Finite element 

model of spar is analyzed with single skin and sandwich flanges. The result shows 

weight reduction of 22.3% and increase of buckling load capacity is observed (C. 

BERGGREEN, 2007). Airfoil shell is also constructed from sandwich panels. Tri-axial 

laminates ±45/0/±45 are used in airfoil skins with polymeric or balsa core to resist 

buckling (Bortolotti, 2012). 0° glass fiber ply in airfoil shell skin is used to reduce 

stress concentration due to ply drops in airfoil skin (Kevin Coxa, 2012).  

Use of carbon-hybrids composites in spars-webs comparison 
with Glass fiber reinforced composite 

Carbon use in wind industry is rare because of high cost of carbon fabrics. Studies 

have been done on the use of carbon fiber into large wind turbines and it is found that 

replacement of 0 glass fiber plies with carbon in spar flanges enhance spar stiffness, 

increase buckling resistance, lowering tip deflection and reduce blade weight (C. 

BERGGREEN, 2007). Finite element model of blade is developed, geometrical 

parameters of model are given in (Theotokoglou, 2017).CFRP and GFRP composite 

materials are compared, result shows significant reduction in displacement in case of 

carbon fiber. Displacement comparison between GFRP and CFRP composite material 

is shown in table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1. Displacement comparison between GFRP & CFRP material systems. (Theotokoglou, 
2017) 
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Chapter 5 

Factors Effecting Laminate Properties 
Laminates thickness effect on static and fatigue properties  

Thickness effect of laminates on static and fatigue properties of wind turbine 

composite materials are studied in  (R. P. L. Nijssen, 2014), (Lahuerta Calahorra, 

2017). Some parameters that can cause the difference in static and fatigue properties 

of thin and thick laminates are self-heating of laminates when loaded dynamically, 

scaling effect of coupons, geometric design influence and lastly effect of the 

manufacturing process.  

 

When dynamic load acts on composite materials, self-heating takes place that results 

in temperature rise of material. Temperature change takes place through the 

thickness of composite laminate that effect the mechanical properties and as result 

premature failure occurs (Lahuerta, 2014) In order to evaluate the heating effect, 

30mm thick coupon is tested at two different frequencies and at different loading 

condition and results are shown in Fig 5.2, it is found that the fatigue life of thick 

laminates reduced because of the coupon surface heating. Temperature rise of 15 to 

20 °C is recorded while the core temperature of coupons was higher than maximum 

service temperature. S-N curves of 20mm thick coupon at two different frequencies 

are shown on the right side of Fig 5.2. Fatigue life decrease with increasing frequency 

and heating (R. P. L. Nijssen, 2014). 

 

The second factor that cause the difference in static and fatigue properties between 

thin and thick laminates is the scaling effect, to study this effect, three unidirectional 

compression coupons of 4, 10 and 20mm of thickness are tested in static and fatigue 

condition and other three factors are minimized. The test result of scaling geometry 

shows no reduction in ultimate strength but fatigue life decrease with increasing 
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thickness (F. Lahuerta, 2014). Lamina properties varies through the thickness of 

laminates. Variability of properties of laminae through thickness is because of 

manufacturing process. To analyze this effect, sub-laminates are extracted from 

60mm infused thick plates, and tested in static (1mm/min) and fatigue condition. 

Properties through thickness of laminate varies because the curing cycle temperature 

is different at different thickness position. Static compression stresses through 

thickness of laminates are shown in Fig 5.4, stresses are high in the middle layers. 

The S-N curves of middle layer shows different behavior than the outer layer.  

 

 
 

 Fig 5.1. Sub-laminates plates extraction from a 60mm infused plate (R. P. L. Nijssen, 2014) 

 
 

 
 
Fig 5.2. Self-heating fatigue tests. Left, fatigue life of transverse direction (90°) compression 
coupons 30mm thick tested ad 0.5 and 0.25Hz. Right, S-N curves of 20mm thick compression 

end-loading coupons. (R. P. L. Nijssen, 2014) 
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Fig 5.3. Left, static compression tests for 4, 10 and 20mm thick coupons, showing close 
compression ultimate stresses. Right, S-N curves for 4, 10 and 20mm coupons, showing a 
decrease in fatigue life. (R. P. L. Nijssen, 2014) 
 

 
 
Fig 5.4. Manufacturing process. Left, static compression ultimate stresses through the 
thickness. Right, sub-laminate S-N curves at thickness position 4mm (mold-side) and 29mm 
(middle-plate). (R. P. L. Nijssen, 2014) 
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Effect of low and high temperature on static and fatigue 
properties of laminates 

Among other challenges in wind industry, one of the challenge is to harvest wind 

energy resource from northernmost regions, some of the regions in northern part of 

Europe have high wind energy potential. Researches have been done on the 

performance of wind turbine blade materials in harsh environment. Investing on wind 

turbine to operate in northern region’s harsh environment is risky. Wind turbine blades 

are the most critical and expensive part of wind plant. Blades are more susceptible to 

harsh environment and may undergo accelerated failure. Different kinds of loads are 

acting on wind turbine blades as discussed in chapter 4. Upper surface of the blades 

undergo compression stresses and lower surface is loaded in tension as shown in Fig 

4.5. Unidirectional and biaxial ±45° pattern of lamina are used in wind turbine blade 

structure to sustain the loads. Biaxial ±45° laminate failure is matrix dominated 

failure as already discussed in introductory chapter 1. Matrix properties are affected 

by moisture and temperature so do the properties of composite materials (Laurent 

Cormier1, 2016).  

 

Researches have been done on number of composite materials in the past. Shen and 

Springer have tested Thornel 300/Fiberite 1034 graphite epoxy composites at 200K 

to 380K and concluded to have negligible effects on tensile strength. Slight reduction 

in strength is observed as the temperature increase  (SPRINGER, 1977), (SPRINGER 

C.-H. S., 1976).  Cormier and Joncas have reported that at -40℃, unidirectional E glass 

epoxy tensile and shear strength increases because matrix material shrinks and 

become stiff at low temperature. Compressive thermal stress which is generated due 

to matrix shrinkage contribute in strengthening of composite materials.  Literature 

review on the effects of cold temperature on the mechanical properties of composite 

materials are reported in (Joncas, 2010). As a part of European Upwind project, tensile 

and reversed fatigue tests at -40℃ have been performed on unidirectional E-glass 

epoxy composite material by Nijssen and Cormier (Laurent Cormier, 2012) and 

reported negative to negligible influence on tensile and reversed fatigue performance. 

Wind Energy strategic network (WESNet) that works to develop innovative solutions 
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to the technical issues that Canadian Wind Sector is confronting. Some of the 

materials have been tested in WESNet and parts of the results are presented. 

 

Static properties  

Static tensile, compressive test results and tensile and fully reversed fatigue results 

of biaxial glass-epoxy laminates (±45) are presented here. Reinforcement and Matrix 

material description is given in (Laurent Cormier1, 2016).  Tensile properties at 23 

and -40℃ are shown in table 5.1. Tensile strength and Modulus of the biaxial 

laminates increased at -40℃. The increase in mechanical properties is due to 

improvement of matrix properties. Shear and compressive properties at -40℃ are 

shown in tables 5.2 and 5.3. Both shear and compressive properties increase at lower 

temperature. Stitching fabrics helps in preventing laminates from buckling (Laurent 

Cormier1, 2016). The current results shows the improvement of mechanical properties 

at low temperature which are in contradiction with the results obtained by Shen and 

Springer  (Laurent Cormier1, 2016), (SPRINGER, 1977), (SPRINGER C.-H. S., 1976). It 

is stated that one of the cause of contradiction in results is fiber volume fraction vf. 

UD glass-epoxy composite material (vf=55%) was tested under tension and 

compression at 60℃, both tensile and compressive strength is reduced (Laurent 

Cormier, 2012). More details regarding material description, test standards and test 

results are reported in (Laurent Cormier, 2012). 

 
                                 Table 5.1.Tensile-strength properties (Laurent Cormier1, 2016) 
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                               Table 5.2. Shear-strength properties (Laurent Cormier1, 2016) 

 
 
 
                                Table 5.3. Compressive-strength properties (Laurent Cormier1, 2016) 

 
 
 

Tensile Fatigue Properties R=0.1 

Tensile fatigue test results at stress ratio R=0.1 and at two different temperatures -

40℃ and 23℃ are shown in Fig 5.5. The difference in slope at two different 

temperatures is less. Fatigue life at -40℃ is improved as compared with fatigue life 

at 23℃. Change in temperature effect the mechanical properties of composite 

materials. When laminates are loaded at room temperature, matrix cracks occur at 

multiple sites along the fiber direction, these cracks interact with each other and 

cracks grows and spread out throughout the ply, consequently leading to specimen 

failure. At -40℃, lower crack density is observed. At lower temperature, both matrix 

tensile and shear strength properties are likely to be improved, delaying the cracks 

initiation along the fiber direction. Reduction in interaction between cracks at lower 

temperature (-40℃) leads to less scatter of fatigue results. Compliant and stiff nature 

of matrix material influence the strength properties of composite materials.  Optimal 

strength could be obtained at an intermediate matrix compliance (Laurent Cormier1, 

2016). 
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Fig 5.5. S-N curves for [±45°]2s glass–epoxy at 23°C & -40°C temperature, at stress ratio of 0.1 
(solid arrows indicate run-outs). (Laurent Cormier1, 2016) 

  

Fully reversed fatigue R = -1  

Fatigue strength of glass-epoxy is intensely affected by changing the temperature 

from 23℃ to -40℃ under fully reversed loading condition. Comparing with 23℃, 

fatigue life improved of about one decade at -40℃ (Laurent Cormier1, 2016), (Laurent 

Cormier, 2012)). It is reported that at lower temperature (-40℃) two phenomenon can 

occur that increase the strength of material. (a) Ply stiffness rises at lower 

temperature, so high stress is required to break the matrix. (b) The inter-laminar shear 

strength increase that lessen the delamination growth (Laurent Cormier1, 2016). S-N 

curves at R=-1 is visualized in Fig 5.6.  Comparing the R = 0.1 loading, at R= -1 loading 

condition, failure occurs earlier. 
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Fig 5.6. S-N curves for [±45°]2s glass–epoxy at 23°C & -40°C temperature, at stress ratio of -1 
(solid arrows indicate run-outs). (Laurent Cormier1, 2016) 
 

Effect of waviness on static and fatigue compressive 
properties 

Low cost materials and processes are used for the production of wind turbine blades 

which results in imperfections and weaknesses in strength properties. Different types 

of flaws in wind turbine composite materials are investigated and documented in 

DOE/ MSU database (J.F. Mandell and D.D. Samborsky, 2002). Among those flaws 

and imperfections in wind turbine spar caps, one is waviness which mainly effects the 

compressive properties of laminates and also cause reduction in tensile strength and 

fatigue resistance (Daniel D. Samborsky1 D. A., 2015). More attention is given to the 

waviness of prepreg laminates. Waviness in laminates reduce the compressive 

strength because of two reasons: (1) the waviness in laminate structure intensifies 

the fiber, strand or layer buckling failure mode and (2) due to waviness, misalignment 

of fiber, strands and layers occurs producing matrix dominated failure in plies which 
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are align in longitudinal direction (0°). It should be noted that fiber dominated failure 

occurs in plies which are oriented in longitudinal direction but in-plane waviness in 

laminates change the fiber dominated failure mode to matrix dominates failure mode 

in compression. (J.F. Mandell) 

Static compressive properties  

Wave geometry of in-plane and out of plane waviness is characterized by parameters 

that are wavelength (λ), wave amplitude (δ), severity (δ/λ) and off-axis orientation 

(ϴ). In-plane and out of plane waviness are shown in Fig 5.7 (right) (Wang, 

2001).Waviness characterization is shown in Fig 5.7 (left).  Schematic of laminate is 

shown in Fig 5.8 with three of the four 0° plies contain waviness. Compressive 

strength varies with number of 0° ply with waviness in laminates. Compressive 

strength as a function of 0° ply fraction with in-plane waviness in laminates and for 

three wave severities is shown in Fig 5.9.  25% single 0° surface layer, 50% is for the 

two internal 0° layers and 75% three layers’ case is illustrated in Fig 5.9.  It is evident 

from the figure that with increasing severity and 0° plies fraction, compressive 

strength gradually decreases. Ply drops and ply joints cause reduction of compressive 

strength (J.F. Mandell). At higher wave angles, compressive and tensile properties 

were reported to be similar (Daniel D. Samborsky1 D. A., 2015). Toughness effect on 

waviness of two different resins, Vinyl ester and polyester is investigated and results 

are shown in Fig 5.10.  Compressive strength improves with tougher resin (J.F. 

Mandell).  

 

                             
 
Fig 5.7. Waviness Characterization (left) (J.F. Mandell), in-plane and out-of-plane waviness 
(right) (Wang, 2001) 
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Fig 5.8. Laminate Configuration with Three Layers of In-Plane Waviness (J.F. Mandell) 
 

                  
 
Fig 5.9. Effects of Multi-layer In-plane Waviness on Compressive-Strength for various wave 
parameters δ/λ. (J.F. Mandell) 
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Fig 5.10. Resin toughness effect on Compressive-Strength of Laminates at varying wave 
severity. (J.F. Mandell) 
 

 

 

Fatigue strength in waviness 

Fatigue test results for glass/polyester laminates are shown in fig 5.11. It is evident 

that intense strength reduction takes place at waviness angles range between 10° 

to 30°.The strength values at some waviness angle ϴ and laminates which are 

arranged at the same angle ±ϴ found similar, which shows that waviness effect is 

nearly equal to the effect of fiber orientation. (Daniel D. Samborsky1 D. A., 2015) 
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Fig 5.11. Static tensile-strength vs average waviness-angle for UD glass-epoxy laminates. 
(Daniel D. Samborsky1 D. A., 2015) 

           
Fig 5.12. Compressive-fatigue S-N data for (0/±45/0)s glass-polyester laminates with (triangles) 
and without (squares) waviness flaws in the 0° plies (approximate wave angle 17°). (Daniel D. 
Samborsky1 D. A., 2015)   
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Fig 5.13. Comparison of compressive strength of 0° plies and off axis laminates vs 
misalignment angle. All 0° plies with waviness.(J.F. Mandell) 
                     
 
Two laminates DD11 and DD5P with through-thickness and in-plane waviness 

respectively with severity of 4mm/35mm and one laminate DD5P without waviness 

were tested. For all laminates polyester is used as a matrix material (Wang, 2001). 

D155 fabric is used as reinforcement in DD5P laminates. Woven A130 fabric is used 

as reinforcement in DD11. Compressive fatigue test results are shown in Fig 5.14 for 

the above mentioned laminates. Laminate with four 0° plies without waviness is 

stronger under both static and fatigue loading compared with other two laminates 

with waviness in all four 0° plies. Static and fatigue strength reduction in laminates 

DD11 and DD5P is because of waviness. 
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Fig 5.14. Compressive stress vs cycles to failure for Laminates with 4-Layers In-Plane (4 mm-
35mm) Waviness and through thickness (DD11) Waviness compared with Control- Laminate 
DD5P, at stress ratio (R = 10) (J.F. Mandell) 
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Conclusion 
Glass composite material is normally used in wind turbine blades. Turbines are getting 

larger; weight of the rotor blade also increases which increase gravitational loads. 

Glass composites has high density and not considered suitable for large wind 

turbines. Carbon fiber composites, which has high strength and stiffness can be used 

in the construction of blade. Carbon composites are expensive and has low 

compressive strength. It can be used in the main component of blade i.e. spars to 

reduce blade tip deflection and to reduce blade weight. Basalt fiber composite which 

has good mechanical and thermal properties can replace glass fiber composite 

material. Adding Nano-reinforcement in matrix material can improve the fatigue 

resistance, shear, tensile and compressive strength and also fracture toughness of 

composite material. It also improves the damping ratio and delamination resistance 

of turbine blades. Fiber waviness in laminates which cause strength reduction could 

be address through the use of automated fabric placement process.  
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